
LIQUID DISCALER

�� Protects the heating coils of 
HD devices forwards lime 
deposits 

�� Temperature range of 
50 - 140°C 

�� Not inflammable 

�� Biologically degradable - 
pollution free 

�� Smell-neutrally 

�� Economically 

LEYCO
®

-RM 110



LEYCO®-RM 110 is an active liquid
discaler, which protects the heating
coils of the high pressure cleaner
against lime deposit at temperatures
up to 150°C.  

LEYCO®-RM 110 is proportioned by
adjusting the pulse generator at the
HD equipment. The attitude depends
on the hardness of the water, which
can be inquired at the responsible
water company. For adjustment the
attitude program in the attachment-
operator's manual is used.

LEYCO®-RM 110 does not affect the
separator-friendly characteristics of
the LEYCO-RM product row.
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LIQUID DISCALER

DESCRIPTION

LEYCO®-RM 110 is an active liquid discaler without additive
of EDTA. It is free from organic solvents and contains no
chlorinated hydrocarbons. 

BENEFITS

� not inflammable 
� biologically degradably 
� economically 
� smell-neutrally 

TECHNICAL DATA

Density:  1.02 g/cm3

Appearance:  blue 
pH value:  7 

APPLICATION 

LEYCO®-RM 110 is proportioned by adjusting the pulse
generator at the Hochdruckreinger.  
The attitude hangs of the hardness of the feed water off.
You receive the water hardness of your water from the
responsible water company.  
For adjustment you use the attitude diagram in the
attachment-operator's manual.  
Temperature range:  50 - 140°C.  

STORAGE

Frost-protected in carefully closed containers store.  
Minimum shelf-life 30 months.  

PRECAUTION

Rinse with eye contact thoroughly with much water and
doctor consult.  

REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our
knowledge true and accurate, and is based on many years experience, we
cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use
of our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification
or recommendation given by us, as we have no direct or continuous control
over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and
manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of
sale. 09.01.04


